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THE ATMOSPHERE OF MERCURY 

Wayne E. McGovern 

The completion of the investigation mentioned in pr evious reports  

on the atmosphere of Mercury, in conjunction with Drs. S. I. Rasool and 

S. H. Gross, resulted in the following conclusions: 

1. An atmosphere of pure argon cannot be stable against gravita- 

tional escape since argon with its poor radiative transfer characterist ics 
wi l l  produce prohibitively high exospheric tempteratures, (Tex > 10, OO06K). 

2. If Moroz's observations a r e  correct  and C 0 2  is present in the 

atmosphere of Mercury, then the production of CO by photodissociation in 

the upper atmosphere w i l l  produce a cooling mechanism of sufficient strength 

that exospheric temperatures will r e su l t  which a r e  stable against thermal 

escape. The calculated exospheric temperatures were between 800°K. and 

1800°K. Thc large tolcrancc is mainly duc to the uncertainty in the value 

of the solar ultraviolet flux, cfficicncy factor for thc transfer of energy in 

the atmosphere, thc scale height at which CO emission becomes dominant 

and the levcl of maximum absorption of ionization energy. 

It is intcrcsting to note that i f  the cxospheric tcmperaturc is near 

our lower limit, thcn the CO 
while an exospheric temperature near IBCGOK. would indicate that the ob- 

served CO 

on Mcrcury may bc of primordial origin; 2 

conccntration was due to equilibrium between outgassing from 2 
- the-interior and gravitational cscape from th top of the atmosphcre. 
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. 

In summaryit is suggcstcd that the presence of CO in the atmos- 2 
phere of Mercury is an essential colidition for any substantial amount of 
atmosphere to exist OE the planet. 

A second a rea  of investigation concerning the planet Mercury w a s  

the re-analysis of the data concerning the rotation period of the planet. 

From this review thc rotation pcriod of Mercury was narrowed down from 

the previous 58.4 2 0.4 days to 58.65 0.10 days, 

These conclusions, as wcll as a summary of polarimetric, spectro- 

scopic and temperature studies of Mercury werc incorporated into a paper 

and submitted jointly with Drs. Rasool and Gross, to Space Science Reviews 

for publication. 

THE ATMOSFHERE OF MARS 

VJsync E. AkGovern 

The Marincr IV occultation cxpcriment , when combined with recent 

spe ctros copic measurements , indicates that Mars ' atmospheric pre  s sure  

is between 5 and 10 mb, with COz a major component in  the atmosphere- 

Based upon these measurements a temperature profile for Mars 

was constructed, assuming a surface composition of 8 m b  of pure COz. 

Up to  80km a temperature profile w a s  calculated from the method des- 

cribcd by Prsbhakara and Hogan (1965), and abovc this level it was as- 

sumed that the dissociative products of COz and CO were in diffuse 

equilibrium. The r e s u l t s  of this investigation indicated that the exospheric 

tcmpcrature of Mars is 550" 
from the same uncertainties a s  indicated in the calculations of the exospheric 

temperatures for Mercury. As in the atmosphere of Mercury, CO w a s  

found to  be extremely effective i n  thc reduction of exospheric temperatures 

and on both planets CO appears to act as a "thcrmostat" in controlling the 
exospheric temperature. 

150"K, with the margin of e r r o r  resulting 

A furthcr investigation of the Mariner IV occultation experiment 

indicated that the electron-density scale hcight abovc 125km on M a r s  w a s  

25 km; and if the principlc ion is 0 , then for an isothermal atmosphere + 
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the temperature would be 85*K, a surprisingly low result. However, for 
, an atmosphere with a lapse rate other than zero, and in hydrostatic cquil- 

ibrium the actual and isothermal scalc heights, H and H' respectively, 

a r e  related by the following equation: 

" 
H' aT 1 -  -- 

H =  

T az 
where 

T = Ternpcrature 

- = Lapse rate a T  - 
az 

-1  Our results indicated a lapse rate  of 2'K km at 125 k m  and a 

temperature of 1809K; a result consistent with the occultation cxperiment, 

because our modcl is an  average for  the planet while the occultation ex- 

periment was at 55OS, winter hcmisphcrc, local aftcrnoon. 

These results and their possible implications were prcpared in con- 

junction with Drs. s. I. Rasool and s. H. Gross and were published in Science, 

151, p. 1216. 

Joseph S. Hogan 

The study of the Martian atmosphere described in previous reports 

w a s  continued with attcntion being given to the problem of photochemical 

and diffusive proccsscs and their interaction. 

It is well known that GOz w i l l  dissociate in the prescnce of solar 

ultraviolct radiation into CO and 0 and that, z s  a resu l t  of various re- 

combination processes,  O2 and Oj may be produced. Since sizcable 

quantities of GO2 a r e  present in the atmosphere of Mars, and since this 

constituent and its photochemical products a r e  important heating and cool- 

ing agents throughout the atmosphere (Prabhakara and Hogan, 1965), an 

accurate estimate of the height distribution cf these gases is prerequisite 

to  the  determination of the temperature structure. 
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Therefore, a numerical scheme w a s  developed t o  calculate the 

vertical distribution of CO, and its products for any desired structure 

of atmospheric prcssure and temperature, for the case of pure photoehemi- 

cal  equilibrium. 

porating the standard Newton-Raphson technique to obtain a convergent solu- 

tion for the concentrations of the five gases simultaneously. h method w a s  

a lso found fo r  making an arbi t rary first approximation to the solution a 

"good" one so that the scheme convcrgcs very rapidly. A partially analy- 

tic solution w a s  also found for the case when only photochemical processes  

act, but its extreme complexity as compared with the speed of the totally 

numerical method discouraged its use. 

w a s  used to tes t  the sensitivities of the equilibrium photochemistry to 

changes in the values of the various input parameters.  

The scheme employs a doubly iterative procedure incor- 

Therefore, the numerical procedure 

However, this scheme in itself w a s  seen to be inadequate for calcu- 

lating the composition as a function of height on M a r s  since diffusive pro- 

cesses also play an  important role in determining the chemical structure 

of the upper atmosphere. 

the photochemically produced gases in the Martian atmosphere was under- 

taken. 

Therefore, a study of molecular diffusion of 

In the case of pure diffusive equilibrium when no photochemical 

sources and sinks a r e  present the cxpected analytic solution w a s  found 

with each constitucnt present distributed according to its own scale height. 

This case and the case of pure photochcmical equilibrium represent two 

extremes, with the more realistic case,  in which both photochemical and 

diffusive processes operatc, lying between the two' 

F o r  the situation i-n which both photochemical and diffusive processes 

act  together and a r e  in equilibrium so that there is no net change in the 

concentrations of the various constituents with time, an extremely com- 

plicated system of five second-order inhomogeneous partial differential 

equations was  derived. For the case in which the fractional concentra- 

tion of carbon dioxide in  the atmosphere is less  than approximately 0.1, 

four of these equations may be considered linear while one remains non- 

linear. When carbon dioxide comprises more than ten percent of the at- 

mosphere, all five equations a r e  nonlinear. A t  the present time a numeri- 

cal technique is being sought to solve this system of equations for the 

equilibrium concentrations of the important constituents of the Martian 

atmosphere. This solution w i l l  evcntually become a part of a larger  scheme 
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designed to compute an equilibrium temperature structure. 

DARK SIDE EMISSION FROM VENUS- THE ASHEN LIGHT 

Joel S. Levine 

The ashen light is a faint luminous glow observed from time to time 

on the dark or  unlit portion of Venus. 

explain the origin of this luminous glow: 

1. 

Several investigators have tried to 

It has been suggested that the ashen light is an  auroral  phenomenon in 

the atmosphere of Venus (Moore, 1959). 

The ashen light may ar i se  from lightning discharges near or even below 

the clouds on Venus (Chamberlain and Goody, 1965). 

It has also been suggested that a laycr of ice is responsible for the asher 

light (Barker, 1954). 

2. 

3.  

W e  have collected and analyzed the total number of observations of 

the ashen light phenomenon from 1959 to  1962 - altogether 49 independent 

and confirmed observations. The method of analysis has previously been 

described (Hiam Report, June-November 1965, p. 5). 
Our study has shown that there is a statistically significant increase 

in geomagnetic index at inferior conjunction (when Venus is in a direct  line 

between the sun and earth) at timcs of ashen light occurrence. 

t r a r y  to the observcd tendency of a significant decrease in geomagnetic 

activity at inferior conjunction in general (Houtgast and van Sluitcrs , 1962; 

Bigg, 1963). 

This is con- 

If the ashen light is actually an  auroral  phenomenon on Venus, then 

w e  would expect the following to occur: 

(1) /in increase in geomagnetic activity to follow an  ashen light oc- 
currence only when Venus and ear th  a r e  in a straight line, with 

respect to the sun, i.c.,  at inferior conjunction. 

A decrease in geomagnetic activity at other t imes at inferior 

conjunction, when the solar  corpuscular flux is insufficient to  

produce any auroral  activity on Venus, and there is a geometric 

shielding effect of Vcnus on the solar particles. 

(2 )  
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Assumption (2) has becn substantiated by Houtgast, Van Sluiters and 

Bigg, and we have verified (11, at least  for the 1959-1962 period. 

It is generally assumed that a planctary magnetic field is needed for 

the auroral  ~ B O C C S S ,  altholigh the exact nature of the auroral  mechanism 

is not even completely understood in the case of the te r res t r ia l  atmosphere 

(Hess, Mead and Nakada, 1965; and O’Brien, 1965). In the case of Venus, 

magnetometer data, obtained a s  Mariner II flew past  the planet, at a dis- 

tance from its center of about 7 planetary radii, gave no evidence of a 

Venusian magnetic field at  any point on the trajectory. Howevcr, it is 

possible that the field may be highly non-polar in character,  and would 

not be detected on the Mariner I1 trajectory (Hidc, 1965). 

In conclusion, this study has shown that there was a pronounced 

increase in geomagnetic activity at  inferior conjunction during t imes of 

the ashen light occurrence for the 1959-1962 period. 

finding suggests an auroral  origin of this glow. 

W e  believc that this 

We have submitted fo r  publication a paper describing this entire 

study to the Journal of the association of lunar and planetary observers.  

Assisting on this study were Messrs. J e r r y  McCaffrey and Robert 

Michalove, high school students taking par t  in a research experience pro- 

gram at the School of Engineering and Science, New York University. 

26-MONTH OSCILLATION O F  OZONE CONCENTRATION 

Robert Rabinoff 

Temperature data at various heights over the United States and at 

certain ocean stations have bcen collected for the purpose of comparing 

temperature periodicities with the 26-month oscillation of ozone concen- 

tration. f i  computer program is being prepared for  a power spectrum 

analysis of thc temperatures. If a significant cycle ncar 26 months is 

found, i ts  phasc wi l l  be compared to  the phase of the ozone cycle. 
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CALCULATION O F  JiVERliGE SINGLE PARTICLE SCATTERING 
FUNCTIONS FOR CLOUDS AND AEROSOLS 

Howard Chcyncy 

This study involved extension and rework of a computcr program 

which had been dcvclopcd by thc author while at Lockheed Missiles and 

Space Corp. 

sols and water droplets. 

cal  particles. 

scattering properties of planetary atmospheres and infrared emission and 

reflection measurements of thc planets , including the Tiros measurements 

of radiation from the Earth 's  atmosphcrc. gen- 

e r a l  program, I specifically proposc running computations for a number 

of different cloud types ovcr the range 0.3 to 1 8 ~ .  

could be useful for automatic recognition and analysis of cloud types and 

patterns from satellite observations. 

The program cslculatcs scattering phase matrices for aero- 

The program is based upon Mie theory for spheri- 

The results of thesc calculations will  be used to study the 

In addition to  this rather 

Results of this type 

lifter some work it dcvelopcd that, although our results were  in 

substantial agreement with those of other investigators, notably Fraser 

and Deirmendjian, the program with its present capacity does not repro- 

duce the sharp forward scattering pcak due to the large particles in the 

s ize  distribution. 

w a s  undcrtaken. 

of thcir IBM 7094 with a 360/75, a program conversion was necessary. 

The increased capacity of the 360/75 made it possible to  enlarge the pro- 

gram so that it can car ry  enough t c rms  to handle the large particles. 

The cxpansion proved to entail fundamental mathematical difficulties and 
the conversion proved to  be long and tcdious because of system difficulties 

with the 360 and because of the vcry unsatisfactory compiler available 

for the 360, but it is now almost completc and ready to go. 

1-m extension to a vcry much larger  capacity program 

At  the same time , because of the Institute's replacement 
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C~'iLCULSI'i'1ON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF SCXTTERED 
RiiDIliTION IN 1, FLIsNZ PL~~R~ALLLEL liTMOSPHERE 

HQwarcl Chcvncv 

This work ccntcrccl primarily an various techniques for numerical 

integration of the transport cquations. 

and Rayleigh phase functions arc  obtainable in a straightforward manner 

by many techniques that have been dcvcloped in the last 20 ycars.  

sion to the case of highly anisotropic (sharply peaked) phase functions - 
representing acrosols and cloud particles - presents numerical problems 

which have not been completely solvcd. 

being investigated looks very promising and it may produce accurate 

answers with much less  computer time than conventional methods. 

is the component method developed by Chandrasekhar for the Rayleigh 

phase function. The extension to more gcncral phase functions is pro- 

ceeding satisfactorily and should be in a form rcady for programming 

in a few wceks. 

Numerical solutions for isotropic 

Exten- 

One particular method that is 

This 

H..El&T BUDGET OF THE EARTH 

Richard 0. Mackie 

h s o o l  and Prabhakara (1965) found from Tiros radiation data 

that the ear th  w a s  nearly in radiative equilibrium with respect to the 

hemispheres. 

cate a net transfer of heat across  the Equator. 

compared with the incoming and outgoing radiation. 

of latent heat carried by water vapor across  the Equator. 

tudinal and monthly values of evaporation and precipitation for thc hemi- 

spheres indicated an excess of evaporation over precipitation in the 
Southern Hemisphere ( O o - 5 O 0 S )  leading to a net latent heat storage. 

indicates a northward flux wil l  be prcsent. A s  a result, the northward 

f l u x  should be compcnsated by a southward transport of heat across  the 

Equator by the atmosphere and oceans. 

f'ictually, there w a s  a slight difference which would indi- 

This is quite small when 

Consider the effect 

U s e  of lati- 

This 
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Bryan (1962) suggested L h t  thcrc may be a net southward trans- 

port of heat acrDss the Equator by the ocean currents. The results of 
Rasool and Prabhakara indicated that Bryan's suggestion may be valid. 

The main months of southward transport Occur during the months of 

March to November accordifig to their  study. 

L i t  this point, the work conducted by Bryan w a s  examined. 

w a s  concluded, after a study of the currcnt systems in the Pacific and 

Indian Oceans, that the Indian Ocean would prove a more interesting 

case to approach. 

tem showed quite predominantly a northward transport. 

be said about thc a rea  to  be explored. 

Z O O S .  

oceanic transports exist; (2) Rasool and Prabhakara's results suggest 

that the transport  begins in this region. 

the Pacific doesn't seem to bc too promising from ocean-current con- 

siderations. 

It 

The Atlantic w a s  ruled out because the current sys- 

A word should 

The region extends from 20"N to  

The a r e a  was selected for two reasons: (1) little o r  no data on 

Of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, 

Bryan (1962) farmulated a mcthod to  determine heat transport by 
the transfer of thermal encrgies alone. 

mation to  be very accurate for a l l  forms of energy. 

transport is approximated by 

Jung (1952) showed this approxi- 

The total energy 

0 1 \ C 0 p v d x d z  
-P 

o -H 

where x is the east-west direction, z is the vertical and v the meri- 

dional velocity, 8 is the potential temperature, and p is the density. 

Since direct  measurements are not available, a method using oceano- 

graphic station data and climatological wind s t r e s s  calculations to  com- 

pute the currents indirectly was obtained. 

lAt  thc present time, the only difficulty remains in getting the data 

from the Indian Ocean area. 
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THE EliRTH'S 1iLBEDO 

Joel S. Levine 

The determination of the earth's albedo is of fundamental impor- 

tance in meteorology in order to  determine the energy balance of our planet 

and atmosphere. 

radiation, as well as t e r res t r ia l  infrarcd f lux  by Tiros satellites has  given 

scientists their first opportunity to determine the planetary albedo on a 

continuous time basis (Rasool and Prabhakara, 1965; NLiSA, 1966). 

The capsbility t o  observe reflected and scattered solar 

The value for the planetary albedo, as measured by the Tiros satel- 

l i tes (Tiros 11, 111, IV and VII) has been consistently lower, by about a fac- 

tor  of two, than expected from theoretical methods, as well as other obser- 

vational techniques [Nordberg (1963) obtained a planetary albedo of 17-18 

percent based on Tiros 111 data; Bandcen, Halev and Strange (1965) found 

a planetary albedo of 20.1 percent based on Tiros VI1 data; compared with 

an "expected" planetary albedo of about 35 percent (London, 1957)l. 

may be two possible reasons o r  a combination of them, to account for the 

low Tiros values of the planetary albedo: 

(1) 

There 

In all Tiros radiometers (both visible and infrared channels) there has 

been a steady degradation observed in  the instrumental response with 

time. 

not known, but may be duc  to the space cnvironment. 

Investigators using Tiros visible radiation data have assumed that the 

scattering and reflection of solar radiation by the ear th 's  surface and 

by the atmosphere is isotropic. 

the reflectance and the albedo a r c  the same. 

pointed out that appreciable e r r o r s  may result, if the angular depend- 

ence of the reflected and back scattered solar radiation is not included 

(Arking, 1964). 

The rcason for this deterioration in  instrumental response is 

(2)  

Under the assumption of isotropy, 

However, it has been 
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TROS VII RADIOMETERS 

Thrce methods a r e  being used to determine the rate of degradation 

of the radiomctcrs on Tiros VU: 

1. Robert Rabinoff 

It has been noticed that the readings of two of the radiometers have 

dropped off steadily with time. 

the readings, wc hope to be able to make usefu l  corrections to the observed 

data. 

By fitting a linear regression equation to 

2. Stanlev E. Wasserman 

We a r e  attempting to make a quantitative statement about the de- 

gradation of thc channel 2, 8 - 1 2 ~ ,  radiation values obtained by Tiros VII. 

The method is a comparison of the uncorrected channel 2 tempera- 

tures,  as  derived to  f i t  the radiation energy received, with sea water tem- 

peraturcs reported in ship reports that have also reported clear skies. 

It is hoped that a chronological comparison of thc two values wi l l  rcveal 

information about the degradation. 

The first attempt w a s  an evaluation of the weather reported by the 

weather ship "E" in the Atlantic and the weather ship "N" in the Pacific. 

Data was evaluated for the period bcginning with the Tiros VI1 launch date 

of June 19, 1963 and terminating in iiugust 1964. Sczrching through the 

ship's weather reports,  hour by h a x ,  for ship "E", only 300 hours of 

clear skies prevailcd during which time there were only five cases  with 

simultaneous Tiros VII radiation messurements. 

were only 111 hours of clear slues during the 14 month period and only 

two cases with simultaneous Tiros VII  radiation measurements. 

Fo r  ship "M" there 

The total number of seven cases  w a s  far too few to conduct the 

originally intcndcd investigation. lddit ional data w a s  requested from the 

Weathcr Rccord Center, this time for obscrvations taken by transient ships 

i n  the Mcditerrsncan Sea. It 

consists of observations taken by many ships for the months of June, July,  

August  and September 1963, and the same months in 1964. A preliminary 

The data arrived in the latter par t  of May. 
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investigation revealed that the Mediterranean Sea has a high frequency of 

cloud-free hours during these months, and a glance at the ship data sub- 

stantiatcd this. 

porting clear skies a r e  being tabulated. 

tion is fed into a computer storing the radiation data, a sufficient number 

of simultaneous Tiros VI1 radiation mcasurernents will be found. 

Currently the dates, times and locations of the ships re- 
# 

It is hoped that when the informa- 

Further evaluation is being carried out for the seven good cases  

found for ships "E" and "N" . 
can be established for acceptable nadir angles. 

is some absorption by water vapor. 

effects of any degradation would be masked out by the absorption of energy 

by water vapor. 

ships "E" and "N", it would have been possible to make statements about 

the total amount of water vapor present in the troposphere. 

observations a re  taken four t imes daily by these weather ships. 

tions of the water vapor present in the troposphere above the transicnt ship 

locations arc not available. 

From this evaluation it is hoped that limits 

In the 8-1211 region there 

If the nadir angle is too large, the 

h the original attempt to utilizc the stationary weather 

Radiosonde 

Observa- 

3. Joel S. Levine 

For the case . of Tiros VII, degradation in the visible channel 5 

(0. 55 to 0,75?:) it w a s  found that mder  the assumption of annual planetary 

radiative equilibrium , the planetary albedo required to  balance the outward 

te r res t r ia l  infrared flux, based on the 8 ta l2p channel (whose instrumen- 

tal response was also deteriorating), was 32.2 percent, as compared to  

the actual planetary albedo of 20.1 percent based on Tiros VI1 reflectance 

observations (Bandcen e t  al., 1966). The ratio of the infrared-inferred 

albedo (under the assumption of annual planetary radiative equilibrium) 

to the actual observed albedo (reflectance , under isotropic assumption) 

is 32.2/20.1 or  1.60. 

of Tiros VI1 has the form: w = Ki[W + pi] where W1 is the effective 

radiant emittance actually observed by the satellite, W is the corrected 

value, 2 and p1 a r e  normalizing factors that depend on the orbit number 

that the measurements were made on, i .e. ,  for orbit number 1 (June 19, 19631, 

The degradation correction for the channel 5 data 
1 

- 
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i K = 1.60 and increzses linearly with each orbit to  about Ki = 2.23 for 

orbit number 6400 (I;ugust 25th, 1964); and p is close t o  zero for this 

period (Staff Members, 1964, 1965). 

i 

We a r e  analyzing Tiros VI1 visible data to check the validity of the 

degradation corrections baseti on the assumption of annual planctary radia- 

tive equilibrium, as wel l  as looking into the non-isotropic nature of the 

scattered and reflcctcd solar radiation. In order  to minimize variations 

in the reflecting surface (ground albedo) and cloud-cover, we have begun 

to analyze data over a relatively cloud-free uniform surface, the Sahara 

deser t  (18'N to  30°N and l0'W to 30OE). 

pendence of the scattered and reflected solzr radiation we a r e  using a 

technique devised by Dr. A. Arking, which gives the reflectance as a 

function of the solar angle, satellite angle and the relative azimuthal 

angle between them. 

and 4" x 4 O  regions, and based on our energy-angle distribution study 

have determined a number of small angular intervals over which we can 

safely assume isotropy. 

12-month period, we hope to be able to  determine some new degradation 

corrections, without the assumption of annual planetary radiative equili- 

brium, as had been done ear l ier ,  and then use the new corrections to 

calculate the ear th 's  albedo under non-isotropic conditions. 

To determine the angular de- 

N-c have also divided the Sahara deser t  into l a  x l a  

By comparing these smaller regions over a 

OPTICiiL CONSTANTS O F  iiMMONIUM SULFATE 
1iND SULFURIC IiCLDS 

Eugene E.1'1. Chermack 

During the past six months most of the research on this project 

has  been devoted to dcsign and checking of the sampling apparatus and 

procedures. 

In the last report  i t  was mentioned that in addition to ammonium 

sulfate, sulfuric acids were to be studied. It was anticipated that cell 

design for transmission studies of the acids might present difficulties 
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due to the acid's cxtrcmely corrosive nature. 

a very simplc fixed thickness cell consisting of tcflon spacers  which wi l l  

comprise the body of the cell (and control the thickness) and IRTMN-2 

windows. Teflon res i s t s  all strong acids extremely well  and IRTRRN-2, 

while possessing some slight disadvantages, is also extremely resistant 

to corroding zcids, specifically HzS04. IRTRAN-2, while a good trans- 

mitter far into thc infrared, has an unfortunately high refractive index 

(n - 2.3). 

windows; howevcr, because of IRTWiNZ's generally good transmittance, 

sufficient energy wi l l  pass the cell for sampling needs. 

spacers  have bccn pur chascd. 

The cell decided upon is 

/ 

This high index w i l l  causc a largc reflection loss  i n  two cell 

Windows and 

In ordcr  to  obtain the rcflcctance spectra of the liquid samples 

(H2S04) the standard rcflcctance apparatus had to be rcoriented, re- 

aligned and the monochromator sourcc rcfocused. 

and in ordcr  to chcck the new alignment and orientation a reflectance 

spectrum of liquid water was run. Results of this run comparcd favor- 

ably with values of IR water reflcctance cited by Ccnteno (1941) so that 

it appears that this rcflcctance systcm wi l l  work. It w i l l  be necessary 

to provide an exhaust hood for thc sample work and a slight positive d ry  

nitrogen pressure  through the monochromator in order  to protect the 

monochromator and rcflcctance optics frolm the acid sample fumes. 

This was accomplished, 

Trial  reflcctance and transmission measurements have also been 

run on the solid szmple (crystals of (NH ) SO 1. 
spectrum w a s  taken for 3 crystal of 2 m m  thickness. Results of this ex- 

periment a r c  in good agreement with a rcflectance curve for  ammonium 

sulfate which appears in R. W. Wood's Physical optics. Trial  transmis- 

sion measurements t h u s  far have yicldcd no data beyond the 5-6 ;~  region. 

There a r e  at least  two reasons for this. Beyond about 5p sample emis- 

sion sccms to be a significant part of the signal and thus it becomes dif- 

ficult to separate transmitted radiation from emitted radiation. Trans- 

mission can bc enhanced by going to thinner samples and/or optically 

flatter samples. 

mcnts, &c. ) for rcduction in  thickncss and polishing to 3-wavelength 

Initially a reflcctancc 4 2  4 

The samples wcrc returned to the vendor (Scmi-Ele- 
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flatness. 

the proccss of bcing checked. 

ing spectral runs in cjrder to minimize the emission of radiation. 

thinning and cooling t h u s  should combine to yield a more favorable trans- 

mission-to-emission ratio and transmission measurements wi l l  be pushed 

out beyond 69. 

These adjustments have bccn made and the new crystals a r e  in 

In addition the samples wil l  be cooled dur- 

Sample 

ATMOSPHERIC BREAKING WL'AVES 

(Abstract of Ph. D. Disseration, New York University) 

Richard S .  Greenfield 

An attempt has bcen made to  investigate the effect of a sloping lower 

boundary on one particular feature cf a disturbance generated on an inver- 

sion by an acclerating front. The feature considered is the point at which 

the lcading edge of the disturbance first becomes vertical. This point has 

bcen called the brcaking point or  thc point of initiation of the pressure jump. 

By neglecting thc compressibility of the air, friction, earth's rota- 

tion, non-hydrostatic pressurc variations and motions in the upper layer, 

a two layer model is described by a systcm of hyperbolic non-linear partial 

differential equations. The disturbance is generated on the interface by an  

accelerating piston acting a s  an idcalized analogue of a front. 

of the method of characteristics the cquations a re  put in a form which per- 

mit an analytical solution for the breaking point. 

By means 

The cffect on the brcaking point of the slope of the inclined plane 

lower boundary is examined through the derived solution. 

indicate that for a given cffcctive gravitational acceleration, g', and nega- 

tive slope, s, there is a minimum frontal accleration, a, required for 

breaking to occur. 

factor in dctermining the breaking point only when the dynamic parameter,  

g ' s / Z a ,  is of thc order of unity. 

The results 

Morcover a positive slope is a realistically important 

Despite the highly restrictivc nature of the model, it is bclievcd that 

the results a r c  qualitatively applicable to the atmospheric phenomenon, 

namely, the initiation of a prcssure jump. 

James E. Miller 
Principal Investigator 
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